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Abstract- In Europe, the protection of workers from damage arising from prolonged exposure to sources of noise is assured by 
Directive 2003/10/EC. This directive defines health and safety requirements and creates a minimum guaranteed level of protection 
for all European Community workers. 

Unfortunately, this legislation has a number of shortcomings, which render protection not as effective in respect of its original aims.  
First, it does not place enough emphasis on impulsive events. These last are characterized by extremely high sound pressure level 
values (SPLs) but, because of their short temporal duration, cannot influence the daily exposure dose LEX, 8h, which is one of the two 
main parameters used to classify a sound as either harmful or not in the legislation. Second, there is the choice of the C-frequency 
weighted curve, which strongly and artificially underrates the level of peak sound pressure ppeak.  

In this paper, through analysis of several data sources, the above mentioned failures will be highlighted and it will be demonstrated 
how these shortcomings are a serious impediment to achievement of preventive measures for effective health protection of workers. 
The analyses presented in this paper refer to various working and industrial activities – sampled by the writers during their research 
- aiming to identify those values of the physical parameters that could determine the onset of physical damage. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND LEGISLATIVE SCENARIO 

Worker protection from damage arising from prolonged exposure to noisy processes is one of the thorniest issues that need 
to be solved in order to guarantee an optimal organization of work. For this reason, to avoid discordant analyses on the 
measured phenomena, protection from noise in a work environment in Europe is upheld by Directive 2003/10/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of February 6th, 2003 on the minimum health and safety requirements regarding the 
exposure of workers to the risks arising from physical agents (noise) [1]. The Directive supplies the minimum safety 
prescriptions to ensure health-care and protection from noise to those workers who are, or are likely to be exposed to risks 
from noise as a result of their work. It also suggests giving priority to reducing risk at the source, to reduce the level of 
exposure to noise by incorporating preventive measures in the design of workstations and to select suitable personal protective 
equipment (PPE). Furthermore, it promotes provisions relating to work equipment and methods, thus contributing to the 
protection of the workers involved. All member states must conform their national directives according to what is stated in this 
European Directive. 

The European standard uses the following parameters, calculated with a reference pressure of 20 µPa, for the protection of 
workers [1]: 

a) Daily noise exposure level (LEX, 8h); 
b) Weekly noise exposure level (LWE, 8h); 
c) Peak sound pressure (ppeak). 
The daily noise exposure level LEX, 8h is the time-weighted average of noise exposure levels for a nominal eight-hour 

working days as defined by international standard ISO 1999: 1990 [2], point 3.6 (and its modifications and updates [3]), and it 
covers all those noises present in a workplace, including impulsive noise. On the other hand, the weekly noise exposure level 
LWE, 8h is the time-weighted average of noise exposure levels for a nominal week of five eight-hour working days – as defined 
again by international standard ISO 1999:1990, point 3.6 and its modification and updates [2, 3]. Both levels are used to 
determine workers’ exposure to noise during their working activity and represent a kind of average dose absorbed during their 
working hours. In the meantime, the peak sound pressure ppeak, C represents the maximum value of the instantaneous C-
frequency weighted noise pressure. Still in reference to the pressure of 20 µPa, the Directive establishes that peak sound 
pressure maximum admissible value (exposure limit value) is ppeak, C = 200 Pa [140 dB (C)]. Moreover, it states that the 
maximum value for which the use of individual hearing protection devices is not obligatory (lower exposure action values) is 
ppeak, C = 112 Pa [135 dB (C)], while the maximum value for which usage of individual hearing protection devices is obligatory 
(upper exposure action value) is ppeak, C = 140 Pa [137 dB (C)] [1]. Practically, this means that, in those working environments 
where LEX, 8h is below 80 dB (A) (daily noise exposure level limit) and if the ppeak, C levels are less than 135 dB (C), the 
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employer can refuse to supply workers with headsets and other personal protective equipment.  

To sum up, Directive 2003/10/EC provides that analyses have to be carried out by just sampling the maximum C-frequency 
weighted value of the instantaneous sound pressure level and the A-frequency weighted equivalent level normalized to a 
standardized 8-hour working day. No record of any other physical-quantity temporal evolution such as impulsive events is 
required. Therefore, according to the Directive, for environments in which noise exposure levels are below the threshold, a 
simple evaluation of the ppeak, C value is sufficient and no importance is given to signal’s time history, which, basically, is the 
sampled-signal temporal trend. Even if these cases - in which, peak sound pressure levels are high (but still lower than the 
exposure action value) and noise exposure levels are below the action levels - may seem rare, they are extremely common 
situations in those workplaces characterized by occasional loud impulsive sounds but a short temporal persistence. Examples 
of these activities are, for instance: material stress testing laboratories, mechanical workshop activities, metal-plates pressing 
operations, furnaces’ crucible cleaning after the production of ferrous materials, etc. 

As it is possible to observe, the Directive lacks to supply a complete worker protection as will be shown in detail in the 
following sections. Indeed, one of the main assumptions of this procedure is that impulsive events just contribute in 
determining an exposure value and their evaluation converges in the calculation of the previously mentioned action values (LEX, 

8h, LWE, 8h). They are not considered separately as dangerous effects in the acoustic phenomenon. This is undoubtedly a 
simplification that can lead to failures in workers protection. Indeed, by acting in this way, a specific determination of these 
potentially harmful events is omitted and the risk of underestimating these components becomes extremely high.  

II. IMPACT OF IMPULSIVE EVENTS ON THE ORGAN OF HEARING 

It is clear how procedures stated in the Directive appear to be inadequate for the determination of the effects of those events 
that recur over short time intervals. These events are sometimes not strong enough to reach the threshold value indicated in the 
legislation, but they are potentially harmful as they are characterized by extremely high-energy content and can probably reach 
the vestibular window before any defense mechanisms can be activated [4]. Ear protection, in the case of high-intensity and 
quickly raising signals, is entrusted to the action of the stapedius muscle, whose contractions reduce ossicular chain excursions; 
this action basically results in a reduction of the sound energy that propagates from the tympanic membrane to the oval 
window. The guaranteed protection is nearly 10 dB at 1000 Hz, because the excursion reduction of the ossicular chain results 
in a decrease of nearly 60 µPa [5]. This ear defensive mechanism intervenes with a characteristic muscle reflex time (nearly 1 
second) [4]. For this reason, it is not effective against impulsive noises, because the sound waves come to the oval window 
before the defensive mechanism can be activated. Indeed, it is important to point out that impulsive events are characterized by 
a persistence and propagation time of a few milliseconds, and in effect this typology of noise has to be measured using the I 
time-constant (Impulsive) which is characterized by a soaring time of 35 milliseconds [6]. Impulsive events are absolutely 
faster than the time human ear needs to respond with a defensive mechanism that is comparable with the time of a muscle 
reflex. Besides this, the effects of impulsive events are related: first to the particular hearing organ conformation and second to 
the complex transmission mechanism that transfers as a pulse to the brain the stimuli determined by the acoustic phenomenon. 

During transmissions to the inner ear, the anatomic structure of the organ allows an amplification of the sound pressure 
acting on the oval window of nearly 100 times compared to the value acting on the tympanic membrane outer wall, while the 
vibration amplitude of transmitted sound waves is significantly reduced [7]. Pressure amplification happens because: 

a) the surface on which it is applied is smaller (the oval window is on average 30 times smaller than the tympanic 
membrane) [7]; 

b)  the ossicular chain acts as a lever with an amplification factor of nearly 3 times [7]; 
c) the braincase acts as a sounding board [7]; 
d) the resonant effect on the acoustic meatus [7]. 
To sum up, the procedures for worker protection against damage from exposure to noise are not fully adequate for 

comprehensive protection of the hearing organ as will be shown in the following paragraphs. It is clear that the adopted 
Directive suggests a reductive approach to the protection of workers from risks arising from noise. The norm omits 
consideration of some components – such as impulsive events [8] – that, over a long time span, can cause serious and 
irreversible damage to the ear. This paper, through analysis of data sampled in the course of measurement campaigns, aims to 
demonstrate how the action values presented within the Directive are a poor and a overly restrictive way to determine whether 
a noise phenomenon can be considered as harmful or not. Sampled data will be analyzed using Directive 2003/10/EC 
prescriptions, and compared with a new suggested methodology (that considers both impulsive events and a different 
frequency weighted curve) to show how given results are underestimated if compared with the real outcomes of the 
phenomenon. This is to demonstrate how events, that according the Directive are not unfavorable to human health, can 
determine the onset of serious and irreversible future problems. 

III. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DIRECTIVE WEAKNESSES 

Over the last few years, the researchers at the Laboratorio di Tecnica del Controllo Ambientale at the University of 
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Calabria, Italy, have conducted a large number of noise analyses regarding several working activities in different fields of the 
industrial sector (testing laboratories, repair shops, joineries, metalworking industries, etc.) under commission to the University 
by health authorities and courts. These surveys, therefore, were made in response to a demand on the part medical specialists 
and magistrates concerned to gain knowledge about sound field peculiarities during working activities, to determine the 
possible causes of pathological phenomena onset in workers and whether these problems could be connected and due to the 
tasks carried out during work activity. Through all the completed analyses, the researchers have acquired data according to 
what is stated in the European and Italian regulations regarding acoustics signal surveys [9, 10] and have analyzed them 
according to prescriptions provided by Community legislation [1, 11]. 

From the experience gained with the analyses carried out, it appears evident that acoustic-characteristics of a work place 
are poorly represented when the descriptors indicated in the Directive (ppeak, LEX, 8h, LWE, 8h) are used. As a result, several 
situations of risk, which in time may cause irreversible damage to workers, are considered non-hazardous and therefore the 
procedures for protecting workers health are not implemented at all. Indeed, the main failures of the investigation pattern can 
be summarized as following: 

a) inability to identify, solely through the data for the peak sound pressure ppeak, the incidence of energy on the human ear 
and to determine risky situations; 

b) inability to identify, solely through the data for the noise exposure levels LEX, 8h and LWE, 8h, the incidence of energy on 
the human ear; 

c) inadequacy of weighting scale used for determining actual exposure to the maximum peak sound pressure. 

For these reasons, the authors have individuated an integration procedure mainly consisting in: the individuation of the time 
history describing the phenomenon being tested, the research of occurring impulsive events, the use of the un-weighted peak 
sound pressure levels and, to conclude, the study of the spectral composition of the analyzed sound with the possibility of 
using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyses, too. 

As stated before, the Directive fixes the value of ppeak = 112 Pa [135 dB (C)] as the maximum admissible value for which 
use of any individual hearing protection devices is not obligatory. It is possible to highlight how this setting is actually 
unreasonable. Indeed, analyses of the normalized audiogram (ISO-226) [12] of the human ear shows how the threshold of pain 
is less than 135 dB for all those frequencies in the audibility range (1 – 8 kHz); moreover, for frequencies above 1 kHz this 
threshold is much lower than the value chosen as a reference in the norm. In addition, several medical diagnoses and studies 
have demonstrated that repeated exposures for middle-long periods to impulsive noise even significantly lower than 135 dB, 
can produce irreversible damage to the ear [13]. 

A. Inadeguacy of Ppeak and lex, 8h to Identify the Incident Energy on the Ear 

The incompleteness of the pattern currently used has emerged from numerous noise analyses that the Laboratorio di TCA – 
Universitá della Calabria - Italy has carried out during its research and consultancy activities.  

The anomaly is evident when Fig. 1 is examined. This shows in detail the temporal profiles of the un-weighted peak level 
and maximum impulse level, both relative to a measurement performed in a mechanical workshop during pounding operations 
of metal parts. The microphone used during this analysis was placed over a tripod to a height similar to that of a worker’s ear - 
to better simulate the condition of the human target - and placed by the position that the worker uses during his tasks. The 
instrumentation used consists of a Class 1 Sound Pressure Level Meter “Symphony” by 01dB with preamplifier and 
microphone from the same manufacturer. It allows real time sampling, 1/1-octave or 1/3-octave and A-frequency weighted 
real-time analyses to measures conforming to what is stated in norms IEC 61672-1 [14], IEC 61672-2 [15] and IEC61260 [16]. 
Before each measurement, the chain was calibrated using a 01dB Calibrator which conforms to class-1 precision requirements 
of the standard IEC 60942 [17], after each measurement cycle the calibration value was double checked to ensure a difference 
smaller than 0.5 dB (A) compared to the first calibration [18]. Data was then uploaded to a software management laptop for 
further analyses. To follow the temporal trend of the phenomenon faithfully, the sampling time used was equal to 60 
milliseconds. 
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Fig. 1 Detail of the linear peak and maximum impulsive level time histories during pounding operations of metal parts 

It is possible to note that the peak levels (in red) change faster than impulsive signal (in blue) – that, anyway, represents an 
input capable of stressing the ear. In the same time period in which the impulsive signal decreases - before instrumentation can 
survey a new impulse – the presence of several energetic inputs can be detected. They can reach the tympanic membrane with 
no possibility activation of stapedius-muscle protection, and they cause severe effects when exposition is prolonged for long 
periods [19]. Data show that the energy quantity connected to a single peak level is, on average, 11% greater than that 
connected to an impulsive one.  

Let us consider again the same signal. If the threshold regarding the daily exposure dose LEX, 8 h is not reached (because 
when the 30 minutes signal is normalized to 8 hours, the equivalent level will become smaller), the only evaluation that can be 
done is about the value of the peak sound pressure ppeak. In the given example, according to Directive 2003/10/EC, this 
evaluation has to be performed on a single peak: the maximum overall value reached by the whole signal, ppeak = 125.6 dB that 
is smaller than the threshold indicated in the legislature. It does not focus on the other values (11 peaks are 120 dB or above) 
that, anyway, can stress the organ of the ear. Because the currently used Directive does not take into account the presence of 
such variable phenomena, the risks arising from impulsive events are underrated. Indeed, several studies have demonstrated 
how damages of impulsive noise on hearing loss are much more than that of continuous and stationary noise [20]. This because 
for stationary sounds, the ear can adopt constant and steady state protection mechanisms until reducing the intensity of the 
pressure acting on the ear’s inner parts [7]. Meanwhile, for variable and impulsive sounds, the ear cannot apply the same 
protections. This is a clear example for which a simply evaluation of the exposure limit values is not enough for ensure 
workers protection.  

In addition, regarding the possibility that only the exposure limit values cannot represent suitable tools for the assessment 
of the risk, it is sufficient to perform a critical analysis of the dosimetric measurement shown in Fig. 2, which regards activities 
carried out in nearly a half-day of work (5.5 hours) by an operator involved in the cleaning of a crucible in a plant for cast iron 
material production. The instrumentation used consisted of a dosimeter, which is a device used to detect an individual or object 
exposure to radiated energy. During this study the Larson Davis 705 model was used. It allows measures in the dynamic range 
70 – 140 dB, the possibility to store the equivalent continuous sound pressure level Leq, the un-weighted peak sound pressure 
level ppeak the A-weighted single event level LAE and the percentile levels Ln in three different frequency-weighted scales: A, C 
and un-weighted, according to the ANSI S1.4 1983 norm [21]. The device was placed with a microphone on the shoulder of 
the subject being tested to detect the effective SPLs acting on his ear. The signal was sampled using the previously mentioned 
European and Italian laws and then analyzed focusing attention on the temporal evolution of the phenomenon. 

Fig. 2 shows the time histories of the equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure level LA, eq, the un-weighted peak 
sound pressure level ppeak and other main acoustic descriptors (A-weighted single event level LAE, A-weighted daily noise 
exposure level on 5.5 hours LAEX, 5.5, A-weighted daily noise exposure level normalized to 8 hours LAEX, 8h and percentile levels 
Lmax, L10, L30, L50, L70, L90, Lmin) calculated from rough data. 

The presence can be noted of several extremely high energetic events – of short duration - that determine a growth in the 
instantaneous un-weighted SPL trend that is characterized by levels much higher than 120 dB and therefore close to the 
threshold of pain, according to the normal equal-loudness-level chart [12]. Nevertheless, these values are below the threshold 
value indicated in the currently used Directive. In particular, it is possible to notice that the chosen activity is characterized by 
an A-weighted daily noise exposure level on 5.5 hours LAEX, 5.5 of 74.2 dB (A), which corresponds to an A-weighted sound 
pressure level normalized to 8 hours, LAEX equal to 72.5 dB (A). Both values are far below the threshold of 80 dB (A) indicated 
in the Directive 2003/10/EC, therefore the only parameter that could oblige the worker to enforce the use of PPEs is the C-
frequency weighted peak sound pressure value ppeak, C. In the considered example, the un-weighted peak sound pressure value 
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ppeak is equal to 141.5 dB, which when evaluated using the C-frequency weighted curve becomes ppeak, C = 134.3 dB (C). This 
value is smaller than the lower exposure action values [135 dB (C)] presented in the legislation and therefore the use of 
individual hearing protection devices is not obligatory. On the other hand, it is important to note how if the value of the 
parameter adopted in the previously used Directive 86/188/CEE (which refers to the un-weighted value) was still stored, the 
worker would have to be supplied with PPEs. Indeed, one of the considerations the authors would suggest - at least concerning 
peak sound pressure value - is to refer to the limit reported in that Directive [22]. Again, it is worth noting that the value of the 
acoustic peak presented in Fig. 2 is still un-weighted, so when the C-frequency weighted curve is applied, the maximum value 
will decrease and will be lower [23].  

 

 
 
 

LAE 114.3 
LAEX, 8h 72.5 
LAEX, 5.5 74.2 
Lmax 107.2 
Lmin 65.4 
  
L10 73.9 
L30 71.4 
L50 70.0 
L70 68.6 
L90 66.5 
Ppeak, max 141.5 

 

Fig. 2 Time history measurements of the peak and equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure level for the cleaning activity 

In addition, it is important to note how even when a very-high-energy acoustic phenomenon occurs, the daily noise 
exposure level LEX, 8h of the worker to noise is modest. Furthermore, as the data regard to a work activity period of 5.5 hours, 
the LEX, 8h value will be scaled to a portion of the day and therefore reduced to nearly 72dB. In this case, since values for daily 
exposure and peak sound pressure are both smaller than the lower values of action, there is no obligation for the employer to 
provide workers with individual hearing protecting devices, even if they are exposed to sounds potentially harmful to the ear as 
certified - in the case analyzed by the otolaryngologist who has helped the present authors - as cause of pathology due to the 
prolonged exposure of the worker to that noise source. 

B. Inadeguacy of Weighting Scale Used for Determining Exposure to The Maximum Peak Spl 

What was stated in the previous paragraph introduces the other limitation of the European Directive 2003/10/EC regarding 
the choice of the weight curve used to correct data. The Directive prescribes that evaluations on the signal must be carried out 
by using the C-frequency weighted curve, which corresponds to the inverse of 100-phon equal-loudness curve on the normal 
equal-loudness-level chart [12]. The C-frequency weighted signal was corrected in low frequencies up to 160 Hz and in 
medium frequencies from 1600 Hz on (see Fig. 3). The chart supplies anticipation regarding how important it is to perform a 
dynamic analysis of the event.  This helps to assess - through the study of time histories and frequency response - the correct 
amount of energy discharged upon the human ear. With regard to the use of a frequency-weighted curve for the evaluation of 
the peak sound pressure, it is possible to note how this rule of estimation may result in significant errors of assessment. 
Practically, the resultant sound level is lower than that obtained when the instantaneous sound pressure is measured un-
weighted; this – again – implies less protection for workers. The peak value determination is strongly underestimated when the 
sound made has very low and very high frequency components and therefore, in these situations, it is possible to run the risk of 
omitting the necessary defense interventions. These are extremely important when the sound presents low frequency 
components, because it is in that range that human ear defense capabilities are modest [24]. 
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Fig. 3 - C-frequency weighted relative response [dB (C)] 

Moreover, the procedure expressed in the Directive cannot allow for determining effects produced by multiple impulsive 
events too. Indeed - because their levels are far below the attention threshold established by the Directive - they do not 
influence and increase the daily-absorbed dose. The main problem is that even if they do not exceed the limitations provided 
by the law, and therefore cannot be sanctioned, over a longer period they can cause irreversible damage to the ear [25]. 

During the whole test carried out in the mechanical workshop, the measured peak values - both C-frequency weighted and 
un-weighted – resulted as always far below the limits reported in the Directive, even if the test was conducted for a long time 
to allow a greater quantity of data. The maximum value of the peak sound pressure was measured during the phases of rim 
hammering of metal elements. The recorded values are the following: 

 Ppeak, C 124 dB (C);  

 Ppeak = 124.8 dB.   

 

Fig. 4 Spectral composition (1/3 octave bands) of the ppeak maximum value recorded in the mechanical workshop 

The modest difference between these two values is due to the fact that sound spectral composition - at the analyzed instant, 
that is, when maximum value occurs – is characterized by the absence of low frequency components and by a modest 
consistency of high frequency components. Fig. 4 shows the 1/3-octave bands spectral composition for the sound at the instant 
in which ppeak maximum value was recorded and highlights the sound characteristics described in the previous sentence. 

In the range of 16 - 125 Hz it is possible to note the presence of low value of levels (lower than 60 dB) if compared to the 
other components of the spectrum. From the diagram shown in Fig. 3, it can easily be observed how the maximum penalization 
happens in this range, after that point the correction becomes irrelevant (- 0.2 dB) and only after 4 kHz it starts growing again. 
From 125 Hz to 4 kHz the signal has greater energetic content but it is not penalized, while from 4 kHz to 20 kHz (when the C-
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weighted curve starts again to penalize the signal significantly) the levels fall gradually, they assume values comparable with 
those assumed in the middle-frequency field and therefore their contribution to the global level becomes negligible. In these 
conditions, the use of one or another weighting curve is a trifling matter as the result does not diverge significantly. However, 
this is a typical example of where the proposed model shows its limitations. 

The situation is different when phenomena with a wider spectral composition are studied. Fig. 5 shows the sound pressure 
level time history for a signal sampled in a joiner’s workshop during the usage of a squaring machine and a compressor. Again, 
the sampling was carried out following the indication given by [9] and [10], deploying the microphone in the same position as 

the worker’s ear as he was accomplishing the task and adopting the same precautions for avoiding sound diffraction and 
reflection phenomena. The signal was sampled with a sampling rate of 60 milliseconds and post-analyzed in a second stage 
according to what is stated in the Directive and with the un-weighted method. In particular, the un-weighted and C-frequency 
weighted profiles are marked out in Fig. 5 and the following values were calculated: ppeak, C = 111.5 dB (C), ppeak = 113.9 dB. 
Compared with the previous case, the wider difference between the two values (the acoustic power of the un-weighted signal 
results as nearly double that of the C-weighted one) is due to the different sound spectral composition. 

 
Fig. 5 Detail of the sound pressure level time history for a signal sampled during the usage of a squaring machine and a compressor 

Fig. 6 shows the 1/6-octave bands spectral composition obtained through a Fast Fourier Transform FFT-analysis when the 
maximum value of peak sound pressure level is reached. It is possible to observe the presence of components having low 
frequencies and frequencies higher than 10 kHz that, because of their high energetic content, justifies the obtained result. 

 

Fig. 6 1/6 octave bands spectral composition of ppeak sound pressure level obtained through an FFT-analysis 

This is a clear case in which the use of the C-frequency weighted curve leads to underestimation of the value of the 
maximum peak level reached during the work activity; this may cause mistakes in the individuation of appropriate measures 
for the protection of workers’ health or worse, it may suggest the opportunity to do not apply any precaution for preventing 
damage to the ear. This negative aspect must be added to the other highlighted in the underestimation of the energy, which 
impacts the human ear. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis conducted - of which a brief summary was reported - shows that to determine risks faced by workers during 
the performance of their jobs, it is necessary to monitor phenomena dynamics, studying their temporal evolution through the 
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analysis of sound pressure levels and of instantaneous un-weighted sound pressure. This allows for determination of the 
presence of particularly energetic events of short length. Indeed, in many very common situations - according to the Directive 
2003/10/CE - not all the necessary terms for the application of precautionary and protective measures may be present. 
Nevertheless, considering the nature of exposure, interventions are indispensable.   

The analysis conducted clearly highlights the limitations embodied in the currently applied Directive. The use of the only 
peak sound pressure ppeak leads to non-identification of possible components with significantly high energetic content probably 
harmful for the human ear. This is surely not due to failures or omissions on the part of the people conducting the analyses, but 
rather depends on inherent deficiencies in the method of measurement indicated in the legislation. The analysis procedure 
proposed in this paper consists of an integration of the existing norm. These implementations could permit technicians to 
highlight the presence of certain events and phenomena, which are extremely harmful to hearing and the health of the ear (e.g. 
impulsive, periodic high-energy events, etc.) that cannot be recognized when the Directive 2003/10/EC is used. Furthermore, 
the new proposed method suggests not using the C-frequency weighted scale, which artificially decreases the potential danger 
of noise at low and high frequencies. It is clear that if an effective protection has to be achieved, the whole sound spectrum has 
to be considered. Conducing analyses using an un-weighted signal allows to more conservative, and likely more protective, 
action to ensure worker health care and protection from damage arising from prolonged exposure to noisy processes. Even if 
the ear’s physiological response changes with frequency [12], weighting operations modify the energy content of the studied 
phenomenon. As shown in this paper, effect of this reduction can lead to underestimate dangerously the effective stress ear 
organ is subjected to in terms of pressure applied on the internal ear. Furthermore, this scale, in reference to the inverse of 100-
phon equal-loudness curve, is used for analyzing levels, which are considerably in excess of 100-phon, as shown in the 
examples provided in this article. The authors consider this point extremely important and foresee further development of the 
research in this direction. 

Analyses regarding the minimum health and safety requirements for the exposure of workers to the risks arising from noise 
have been done in Europe since the early 1990s. The exemplification in evaluation procedures suggested over the years has led 
to a new method. Even if it fits and can be used in a wide range of cases – without significant errors – it prevents the 
identification of dangerous events during the course of those activities in which it is not possible to program a schedule for the 
execution of working cycles. It is clear that the first beneficiaries of this new type of methodology could certainly be those   
workers who will be protected in a better way, but also the technicians who carried out the analyses can count on more reliable 
data in designing necessary and more suitable protection interventions. 

The limitation of this analysis at this stage is that it was conducted by a research group specialized in acoustics, noise 
control and signal analyses, without involving specialized people in the medical sector. To highlight the right solutions, it will 
be indispensable to carry out analyses with medical specialists. The organization of a joint activity of study with medical 
specialists (otolaryngologists, ENT specialists and occupational physicians) will be set up to determine the maximum energy 
both for the single event and for the daily dose, that can be absorbed by workers, and then in the individuation of physical 
parameters that make explicit the achievement of that threshold. Which is stated here indicated that there should be no longer 
delay in the review of new criteria for the protection of workers from the risks of exposure to noise. 
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